VIII. COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

201. Elements of the Law. Analysis of ideas basic to the law: the natural law, corrective and distributive justice, equity, legal acts; the structure and methods of the legal system: court and legislature, precedent, logic, and social policy; the growth and evolution of legal concepts: types of concepts, analytical concepts of the law, the relationship of law to the social sciences; some fundamental institutions: property, contract, the state, custom, and liberty; rhetoric and the law. Steffen and Levi, *Elements of the Law*. Aut (5 hours), Levi.

203. Torts. Protection of personal integrity, including freedom from contact, defamation, etc.; compensation for personal injuries; protection against injuries to property interests; protection of consumers, purchasers, and investors; protection of business and other interests from willful invasion, including relationship between employers and workmen; protection of political and civil rights. Materials to be announced. Win (4 hours) and Spr (4 hours), Kalven.

205. Legal History. Spr (3 hours).

220. Contracts. Promises and consideration—the bargain; fairness, duress, mistake, supervening events, default as an excuse, damages; an introduction to multiple party transactions; contract and competition. Mimeographed materials. Aut (3 hours) and Win (5 hours), Sharp.

230. Real and Personal Property. Present and future interests in land and chattels; restrictions on the creation of future interests; conveyances *inter vios;* including land contracts; wills and intestate succession; adverse possession and statutes of limitation. Materials to be announced. Aut (3 hours), Win (3 hours), and Spr (3 hours), Tefft.

260. Civil Procedure. English and American court structure; common law and equitable remedies and the union of law and equity; the framing of issues. Materials to be announced. Aut (2 hours) and Win (2 hours), Ming.

270. Criminal Law. Social and legal problems in the law of crimes and in the administration of the criminal law, and selected material in the substantive law. Materials to be announced. Spr (4 hours), Puttkammer.

299. Legal Research. Intensive training in analysis, research, and exposition of legal and related social materials by means of work on a series of individual projects under supervision. Aut (3 hours), Win (3 hours), and Spr (2 hours), Kalven, Bounds, Donovan, Wilcox, and others.


304. Family Law. Marriage and the family as social and legal institutions; legal relations between members of the family and between the family and outsiders; dissolution of the family. Jacobs, *Cases and Materials on Domestic Relations*. Win (3 hours), Rheinstein.


315. Commercial Law. A study of business transactions, with particular regard to contracts for the sale of goods, bills of lading and documents of title, commercial paper, and short-term bank financing. Steffen, *Cases on Commercial and Investment Paper*, and materials to be announced. Win (3 hours) and Spr (3 hours), Steffen.


340. Constitutional Government. The judicial interpretation and enforcement of written constitutions; separation and delegation of powers; the federal system; powers of the national government; interstate and foreign commerce. Dodd, *Cases on Constitutional Law* (3d ed.). Sum (4 hours), Crosskey.


410. Trial Practice. Preparation for trial and trial practice, with emphasis on the function of judges, juries, masters, and referees; the conclusiveness and effect of judgments and decrees. Materials to be announced. Win (2 hours) and Spr (2 hours), Ming.


420. Negotiable Instruments. Comparative study of the different types of commercial and investment instruments, their different functions and legal incidents. Materials to be announced. Spr (5 hours).

430. Trusts. The more elementary problems relating to the creation and administration of trusts. Bogert, *Cases on Trusts*. Sum (4 hours), Bogert, or Aut (3 hours), Mr. Maurice Rosenfield.
435. INTERNATIONAL LAW. International law, with some reference to proposals for international government, and to the characteristics of international lawlessness. Aut (4 hours) or Spr (4 hours), Sharp.

440. PSYCHOLOGY AND LAW. An inquiry into some of the psychological assumptions underlying contemporary law. Materials to be announced. Spr (3 hours), Kalven.

460. EVIDENCE. The proof of facts in issue, including burden of proof and presumptions, competence, privilege and examination of witnesses, logic in relation to problems of circumsstantial evidence and relevance, and the exclusionary rules of evidence. Morgan and Maguire, *Cases on Evidence* (2d ed.). Aut (6 hours), Meltzer.

470. CONFLICT OF LAWS. The problems arising when important facts of a case occur in states or countries having different rules of law. Cheatham, Dowling, Goodrich, and Griswold, *Cases on Conflict of Laws* (2d ed.). Sum (4 hours), Cowen, or Win (4 hours), Rheinstein.

510. LAW OF COMPETITION AND MONOPOLY. The structure of American industry, the theory of competition and of monopoly; the development of patents and trade-marks; problems of unfair competition; the enforcement of the anti-trust laws against restraints of trade and against monopoly. An industry study is required of each student. Aut (4 hours) and Win (4 hours), Levi, Bowman, Bursler, Director.

511. LABOR LAW. The legal status of unions and of typical concerted activities of labor; union organization and collective bargaining under federal and state laws. Materials to be announced. Spr (4 hours), Meltzer.

513. BANKRUPTCY AND REORGANIZATION. Credit aspects of inflation and deflation; problems of investment, debt, and failure in a fluctuating economy; debtor relief, including corporate reorganization plans; corporate capital structures. Spr (4 hours), Blum.

514. TAXATION. Income, gift, and estate taxation by the national government; the taxation of families as income-receiving and wealth-holding units; the taxation of business income and capital gains; the relationship of taxation to monetary and fiscal policy; and the role of taxation in a private enterprise economy. Aut (4 hours) and Win (4 hours), Blum.

Work in Constitutional and Administrative Law and in American Constitutional History will be arranged for the Winter and Spring quarters.

**ELECTIVE SEMINARS AND COURSES**

403. SUBSTANTIVE CRIMINAL LAW. The criminal act; criminal intent; circumstances affecting intent; consent; justification; parties in crime: agency, joint principles, accessories; crimes against the person and against property. Derby, *Cases and Materials on Criminal Law and Procedure*. Win, Puttkammer.


413. SEMINAR ON CORPORATION LAW. Problems in corporate finance and reorganization. Win, Katz.

480. SEMINAR ON CRIMINAL LAW ADMINISTRATION. Federal constitutional standards for state criminal administration and procedures for the enforcement of these standards through state and federal courts. Spr, Katz.

512. SEMINAR ON PUBLIC UTILITIES. The application and implications of the "regulated monopoly" theory in federal, state, and city regulation of public utilities rates and services; with some examples from the region. Spr, Ming.

516. SEMINAR ON PATENTS. Problems in the field of patents and trade-marks. Spr, Director, Levi.

519. SEMINAR ON EVIDENCE. An examination of particular problems in the Law of Evidence, with comparative reference to English and American approaches to these problems. Sum, Cowen.

523. SEMINAR ON CONSUMER FINANCING. A discussion of the agencies for the extension of consumer credit, by way of both sale and loan; the terms on which credit may be obtained; the enforcement of the creditor's rights; and the attitude of the federal and state governments toward these problems. Sum, Bogert.

524. SEMINAR ON CIVIL LIBERTIES. A study of current interferences with the exercise and enjoyment of civil rights and procedures available for their protection. Aut, Kalven, Ming, Harsha.


531. Seminar on the Use of Land. A study of common law and statutory rules relating to the use of land, and an examination of selected modern programs for affecting and controlling the use of urban and rural lands. Win, Tefft.


541. Administrative Law. Creation of administrative tribunals and their functions; procedure before administrative tribunals; judicial relief from administrative action; methods of judicial relief; extent of control of administrative action by courts. Gellhorn, Administrative Law, Cases and Comments (2d ed.). Sum, Sears.

542. Legislation. Legislative organization and procedure; types of statutes; forms of law-making; the parts of a statute; legislative language, its arrangement, and the mechanics of drafting; the methods of interpretation and construction. Read and MacDonald, Cases and Other Materials on Legislation. Sum or Spr, Sears.

546. Seminar on Taxation. Selected problems in taxation. Win or Spr, Blum.

552. Seminar on Money, Banking, and Employment. Discussion of past and proposed plans for dealing with the problem of economic instability. Spr, Director, Levi, Blum.